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Upper Canadians Laudedu I
by Jock Coulson

more subtle. An astute observerIn our opinion this year’s would have made Nero blush, 
freshmen are more mature, better The freshmen were led on a would soon note that U.N.B. is 
dressed and more spirited than conducted, but voluntary tour of particularly well endowed with a 
ever before. Manifestations of the local art gallery. Their re- large Upper Canadian enroll- 
this new mental attitude on the sponse to the tour was heart- ment.
part of freshmen were readily ap- warming, their appreciation of These students selflessly give 
parent during freshmen week. the exhibits was one of unquali- up their time to provide a steady- 

Gonc were the howling, drink fied enjoyment. As far as we *ng hand on the tiller of our col- 
filled mobs of yesteryear, who know there was not a Krieghoff lege life- It *s to them 

phone GRmite 5-5191 terrorized the residents and busi- defaced nor a Sutherland re- such a debt of thanks for having 
ness establishments of beautiful moved, 
secluded God-fearing Frederic-
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wrought astounding improve-
An across town parade of ments in our student body- 

jack d. Oliver ton, whose inhabitants were often freemen was also organized.
Ed 6,11 forced to witness scenes that
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IN LOVEHow resplendent they looked, as 
they marched into the distance,
hair brushed, shoes polished, All students who have prob- 
flannels pressed, shirts and ties lems concerning affairs of theTO THF FMTfW clean. Indeed, the only discour- heart and are having difficulty 

1 U I nt Ll/ll vn • note about this part of the solving them, will be happy to
proceedings was the spectre of hear that starting next week the 

shoulder slovenly Brunswickan will be sponsoring a 
column for the lovelorn.
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LETTER

It was with enthusiasm and the stoop 
anticipation that the Freshmen campus police adorned in gesta- 

rr AD t) i looked forward to the football po like leather jackets, com-
1 exts — A 1 revenirve t urcliase game last Saturday. It was to be pletely unnecessary for the oc- Ryder Hart, a third year Arts stu-

It is time for all good students to open their text-books! the exciting end to an exciting casion. dent

gpPi essssquestions . bon of *e potential power of the some “a renewed interest m Express.
To begin with: Is it necessary that university text-books should team. More important we hope learning", others claim the cam- So, if you have afta.rs ot the

cost so much? It is evident that the paperback editions of their that the spirit m the stands will pus police may be a factor. nF AR RYDFR /THF BRUNS
aristocratic hardcover counterparts would be much less of a drain soar, for no team can do its The answer is however much AN / CAMPUS MAIL
on .he student’s pocketbooks. Another a^mative is to purchase ^ "Alfnl s^kttohdd if
used copies of the desired texts. The difficulty with this is that new ?hTwas definitely lacking D , i D, , so requested. The Brunswickan
editions are published each year The autiiors and publishers of And Mm( wasde y j. Red Odd Black earnestly requests the support of
these new editions often reprint a whole text m order to change the ^ X halted cheerleaders within the next few the entire student body in this
position of a previously misplaced modifier or to effect some "P™ me so caueu cneeneauers. vtithm the next lew rendering column
similar "major" alteration, which if left uncorrected would result Their purpose is to lead the weeks the Red’n’Black Re- heart rendering column,
catastrophically in millions of failing grades throughout the colleges crowd so let them spread out vue WM be mating up this
of our country. r 3L*6 IT* X y^’s show Will all per-

With regard to the purchasing of paperbacks, professors will YELL. Let^thembe energetic sons who plan on entering
tell you that this is undesirable if you intend to become a scholar apd SHOUT . hey are no skits, chorus lines, etc.,
in your particular field, the reason being that soft covered books there to give a demonstration of please have them ready by
neither hold the prestige nor the pages as do hard covered texts! dance and feeble cries. These Tues., October 3rd.
Anyhow, who wants a crumpled old paperback in their personal are but high-school cheerleaders
five thousand volume library. we .ave' , , , „ ...

The next question that could come to mind might be: Do we Although the cheers are their. 
need text books at alP responsibility, we must all get out

It does seem somewhat of a paradox that in our modem uni- and helP tbem- At tbe n®xt 
versify system with formal lectures given by qualified scholars text SPPf’ you be out and cheer for 
books should be required by the students. Surely students should be U!;B .
capable of gathering adequate notes from lectures. Loulse Morrow’ Bus‘ Ad’ 65

But this is just the problem. Not all students are capable of
This may be attributed

Writing this column will be

'"/he: Say, this year, for whom 
does the Bell toll?
He: . . . The Bell is rather muf
fled this year.
She: I’d say “muzzled”.

THE TWO CULTURES 
AND THE SCIENTIFIC 
REVOLUTION
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by C. P. Snow
taking “adequate” notes from lectures.
either to the intellectual dullness of some students, or to the dis
jointed and confusing lecture material or presentation of some pro
fessors. Supposing (just suftposing, that is) that all lecturers at 
UNB were noted for their extreme clarity in the lecture room, there 
wo’.Id still be those students who would find it difficult to com- —Volleyball, Badminton, Bask

etball

St., Phone GR 5-3142602 QueenGym Party
$1.75361 Regent St., Phone GR 5-4311Lady Beaverbrook Gymr-fed 7:30 Monday, October 2 a.HiM-.HjnB

w See the PAPER BACK 
SECTIONprehend the material.

It is for these “average" students that text books become a —Square dancing, bowling 
necessity. For where else but in a college text book could a stu- —bring your sneakers 
dent find the material he desires put more concisely and vividly 
(except, perhaps, in a copy of a COS).

And so it seems that the millions of average college students 
throughout the country will go on paying millions of dollars an- in mind: the application fee for a supplemental exam is $8.00. This 
nually for the purchase of college texts. is approximately the cost of a new text book.

As you are standing impatiently at the end of the lineup to Much cheaper to buy the book and bear the pain
the bookstore in order to purchase a next text, keep this one thought Than write the sup’ again and again and again . . .
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Freshmen Drop In and Browse Around At
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For

UNB MELTON JACKETS $19.95
UNB AlUEATHER JACKETS $32.50
UNB ALL-LEATHER JACKETS FOR THE TALL MAN
UNB SWEATSHIRTS, GYM SHORTS and CRESTS

Jackets Made By Murray Randolph
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